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Donald Trump - Republican

Trump is a businessman who strived to become a president 
and reform America itself. He strived to gain the favor of 
the Republicans and win the Presidency in the midst of a 
public upset. 

Trump’s slogan is to, “Make America Great Again”. His 
vision for America is to improve life quality for everyone 
and eliminate current problems for the U.S.               



Donald Trump - Healthcare

● Trump's current take on healthcare is eliminating obama care and putting in a lot of 
money to help people who can’t afford it.

● Signed executive order to increase the number of choices for American healthcare so 
that the price for consumers would be lowered and therefore more affordable.



Donald Trump - Immigration

● Trump pulled out the US of a plan for global governance of immigration and a policy 
that may have forded the US sovereignty

● Trump made a 40% increase to the number of immigrants arrested by the ICE



Donald Trump - news sites opinions

● “If we give Donald Trump eight years in the White House, he will forever and 
fundamentally alter the character of this nation, who we are, and I cannot 
stand by and watch that happen.” (Joseph R. Biden Jr.)

● “We need to defeat Donald Trump in 2020 and defeat the corrupt system that 
lets campaign money drown out the people’s voice, so we can finally make 
good on the promise of fair shot for everyone.” (Steve Bullock)



Donald Trump- Good Presidential Candidate?

Donald Trump would not make good President:

● Unfair to immigrants
● Wants to reform America- main interests are business interests 

Republican view on freedom:

● Restrictions on non-Americans -> benefits to Americans



Kamala Harris- Democratic
● public safety and civil rights leader
● elected in 2016
● hopes to make america a better place for immigrants
● protects the rights of women and children where they don’t have any 
● helps to give children learning opportunities 



Immigration:

● Believes immigrants are the “fabric of America”
● Wants to make America a place that welcomes immigrants to a better life
● Against the immigration policies

○ Wants to reunite separated immigrant families
○ Put all immigrants on the path to American naturalization/citizenship

Healthcare:

● Believes that companies should provide free healthcare
● For government funded healthcare

○ Especially for women & girls

Kamala Harris- Immigration & Healthcare



Kamala Harris- News Site Opinions

“The presidential candidate has been criticized a a defender of the status quo… 
called too tough on crime.” (Kamala Harris Makes Her Case, Dana Goodyear, 
New York Times)

“More important than fixing the broken criminal-justice system, it seemed, was 
protecting her status as a rising star. She has earned that reputation by the time 
the first major profile on her was written : San Francisco Magazine, 2007. The 
article also described her as “maddeningly elusive.”” (Kamala Harris Takes Her 
Shot, Elizabeth Weil, The Atlantic)

https://www.modernluxury.com/san-francisco/story/why-kamala-matters


Kamala Harris- Good Presidential Candidate?

Kamala Harris would make a good President:

● Focused on giving women and children equal opportunities
● Hopes to make America open to people that want to lead a better life

Democrats view on freedom: 

● Freedom for everybody
● Everybody is equal
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